Abbreviation or Acronym: None
Also Known As: None
Short description:

The beginning date and time of the reporting period of an ICS 209.

Controls

Collection, Validation, or Exchange Rules

1. Enter the beginning date and time for this reporting period using the 24-hour clock.
2. For an Initial ICS 209 the value cannot be prior to the incident "Start" date/time.
3. For an Update/Final ICS 209 the value cannot be prior to the previous reported "To" date/time.
4. In combination with ICS 209 Report For Time Period To, represents the time interval for which the ICS 209 applies.
5. The reporting period should include all of the time since the last ICS 209 was submitted, or if it is the Initial ICS 209, it should cover the time elapsed since the Incident started.
6. The time period may include one or more operational periods, based on agency/organizational reporting requirements.
7. If the Report Status is an Update or Final ICS 209, it should encompass all the time since the last submitted 209 report.
8. Time Period may not extend past the current operational period.
9. When submitting a 209 for a non-full suppression fire that only requires submission once weekly, the time period in the report will reflect the entire prior week, or the time period from the date of the last approved 209.
10. Must be submitted to IRWIN in Epoch format.
11. The time must be submitted in milliseconds, and it should be exactly 13 digits in length.
12. See https://epochconverter.com/ for help converting dates to this format.
13. Must be valid date format for IRWIN data exchange.
14. Must be a valid date/time: Date is > previous reported ICS 209 Report For Time Period To.

Data Type: Numeric
Minimum Length:
Maximum Length:
NWCG Data Standard Metadata Definition

Format/Example: 1483228800000
Valid Values: Not applicable
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